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PREOS CASE STUDY

Organisation and people data is one of your core
assets. A Preos Infrastructure Review brings your HR
systems, tools and services together in a seamless
ecosystem with Workday at its core. It ensures a
frictionless flow of data, enabling real-time insights
and greater efficiency.

We understand the importance of your data, people,
governance, and compliance requirements. That is why
we offer a scalable solution designed to meet the
unique needs of your organisation. 

You can say goodbye to the headaches and
complexities of juggling many systems and numerous
data sets. 
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Enhance connectivity and data
flow across your systems,
improving Workday's usability
and giving you trust in your
data.

Achieve greater efficiencies
and cost savings by integrating
complementary technologies.

Present cross-functional views
of data to leaders and
managers. 

WHAT IT IS

Scan to learn more
about Preos
Infrastructure
Review.

Infrastructure
Review.

A large financial services organisation
struggled to identify a master source of
people data. Preos analysed their
landscape and identified the opportunity
to better integrate systems through a
two-way API integration. We also
recommended their contingent worker
population be transferred to Workday
to create a single source of data. 

Scan for the full story.



Discover
Engage in interviews,
analyse and reconcile
data, and explore
persona-driven
scenarios.

Assess
We assess your HR
systems and broader
technical landscape
against your tactical
and strategic
objectives.

Recommend
We share our findings
with you and
recommend
immediate, medium,
and long-term
solutions. 

Optimise
We guide and
implement changes
that are designed to
help you achieve
maximum value and
increased
efficiencies.

Using the Preos Infrastructure Review, we help you make the
most of Workday by examining its role within the complex
jigsaw of systems and services across your organisation.

Our goal is to help you fully understand and optimise your
current services and subscriptions. By seamlessly integrating
and streamlining complementary technologies, you'll be able to
achieve greater efficiencies and cost savings.

What does a Preos Infrastructure Review Look Like?

Remove duplicate systems capability.

Introduce a single point of entry.

Two-way integration to reduce manual effort.

Get data direct from the source.

FROM THIS TO THIS

As our Workday optimisation partner, we have
found Preos to be highly knowledgeable across all
our HCM modules, collaborative in how they
work with us and warm and friendly people. We
value their responsiveness and flexibility working
with us and appreciate how they challenge our
thinking. 

– Catawiki, Preos Client


